Greg Castillo
The structures that perhaps best illustrate Cold War Berlin's opportunities for using the urban fabric as a propaganda medium were not buildings, but twin billboards. On the western edge of Potsdamer Platz-a central plaza demarcated with a painted line indicating Berlin's internal border-construction workers in the fall of 1950 assembled three spidery steel pylons. Topping out at the height of an eight-story building, they were capped by a horizontal truss 30 m (100 ft) in length and 1.5 m (5 ft) high. A grid composed of 2,000 light bulbs studded the east face of the truss. Above it, neon letters announced: "DIE FREIE BERLINER PRESSE MELDET" (Berlin's free press reports). On October 10, a consortium of news agencies began feeding the illuminated sign their latest headlines. A scintillating banner of Western news briefs crawled above East Berlin's evening rooftops for the next 24 years.
1
The provocation spurred a quick reaction from East German authorities. Within a week, Hamburg's Abendblatt reported that the Ministry for State Security had devised a "special catapult"-a fire hose stuffed with pea gravel and charged with compressed air-and, like a latter-day David, would soon unleash a volley of stones at the western Goliath's lightbulbs. 2 The actual response was far more devious. Contravening ideological orthodoxy, the socialist state countered the West's information offensive with an appeal to capitalist consumers. Within weeks, another set of eight-story pylons began their ascent on the eastern edge of the Potsdamer Platz. Diagonal arms and a web of guy wires stabilized a competing 30-m long illuminated sign that flickered to life on November 24.
3 It proclaimed: "Der kluge Berliner kauft in der HO" ("The smart Berliner shops at the HO")-a pitch for East Germany's state-operated retailer, the Handelsorganisation (Trading Organization)
During The battle of the billboards waged on Potsdamer Platz provides a case study in the birth of a competitive dialogue transacted in urban space. Divided Berlin served as its proving grounds by virtue of the city's unique status as the Cold War site at which a socialist capital and capitalist metropolis converged along an open border. For historians and the public alike, the term "Cold War Berlin" conjures images of a city divided by a concrete wall, concertina wire, and the gash of the lethal no-man's-land. But from 1945 until the infamous wall went up in 1961, the city's partition was jurisdictional rather than physical. In its initial configuration, postwar Berlin allowed inhabitants to construct daily lives that transgressed geopolitical boundaries. Western citizens shopped in their East Bloc sister city for cheap goods at favorable exchange rates. East Berliners crossed into their capitalist frontier town for luxuries and popular entertainments abhorred by Party ideologues. Inspired by the ways consumers exploited Berlin's porous boundary, propagandists devised new strategies to reach target audiences across the city's Cold War divide. The face-off on Potsdamer Platz demonstrates both the improvisational nature of these confrontations and the tendency of each tactical move to trigger a cascade of adversarial counter-measures.
"Berlin Rebuilds with Marshall Plan Help":
The Innsbrucker Platz Highrise Soviet prime minister Vyacheslav Molotov also expressed the opinion of US authorities when he declared: "What happens to Berlin, happens to Germany; what happens to Germany, happens to Europe." Wartime devastation brought housing construction to the foreground in the occupying powers' battle for the hearts and minds of postwar Germans. As a dénouement to Hitler's total war, Anglo-American bombing and Soviet shelling had converted 884 square kilometers of the Nazi capital into a labyrinth of ragged masonry, twisted metal, and smoldering timber. Within Berlin's limits, one-third of all dwellings were damaged beyond repair or reduced to rubble; in inner-city districts the proportion rose to more than half. Berliners emerged from cellars onto a wasteland in which even time shrank to a cipher: the legendary Stunde Null or "zero hour." A postwar letter from former Bauhaus faculty member Joost Schmidt to Walter Gropius, his former dean who had opted for self-exile in the 1930s, conveys the psychological impact:
If you had even an inkling of how unspeakably primitive life here has become. Robinson (Crusoe) had an island to himself, and we . . . a jumble of rubble around us and within those who surround us.
